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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Clean Up Rules
B. Stealth Rules
C. Default Rules
D. Pre Rules
E. Post Rules
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/71/pan-os/web-interfacehelp/panorama-web-interface/defining-policies-on-panorama

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization requires that all archive-enabled users are activated for Vault Cache and Use
Cached Exchange Mode is unmarked in Outlook. Which configuration changes does the
administrator need to perform to achieve this? (Select two.)
A. change the default setting for Offline Store Required in the Desktop policy, Vault Cache tab
B. select the Option Make Vault Cache available for users in the Desktop policy, Vault Cache tab
C. change the default setting for Offline Store Required in the Desktop policy, Advanced
Settings list, Vault Cache
D. select the Option Make Vault Cache available for users in the Desktop policy, Advanced
Settings list, Vault Cache
E. change the default setting for Outlook Add-in Behavior in the Desktop policy, Outlook tab
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What coefficient of correlation results from the following data?
A. 0
B. 1

C. Cannot be determined from the data given.
D. +1
Answer: B
Explanation:
The coefficient of correlation in standard notation, r) measures the strength of the linear
relationship. The magnitude of r is independent of the scales of measurement of and Y. Its
range is -1 .0 to 1 .0. A value of -1 .0 indicates a perfectly inverse linear relationship between and
Y. A value of zero indicates no linear relationship between and Y. A value of +1 .0 indicates a
perfectly direct relationship between and Y. As increases by 1, consistently decreases by 2.
Hence, a perfectly inverse relationship exists, and r must be equal to -1 .0.
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